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WHAT’S
THE MOST
INNOVATIVE
NEW PRODUCT
YOU’VE SEEN
LATELY?

EXPLOIT YOUR FRIENDS

THE

POINT

BE WISE WITH RESOURCES
AND OPPORTUNITIES.

LUKE 16:1-12
Now he said to the disciples: “There was a rich
man who received an accusation that his manager
was squandering his possessions. 2 So he called the
manager in and asked, ‘What is this I hear about you?
Give an account of your management, because you can
no longer be my manager.’ 3 “Then the manager said
to himself, ‘What will I do since my master is taking the
management away from me? I’m not strong enough
to dig; I’m ashamed to beg. 4 I know what I’ll do so that
when I’m removed from management, people will
welcome me into their homes.’
1

“So he summoned each one of his master’s debtors.
‘How much do you owe my master?’ he asked the
first one. 6 “‘A hundred measures of olive oil,’ he said.
“‘Take your invoice,’ he told him, ‘sit down quickly, and
write fifty.’
5

“Next he asked another, ‘How much do you owe?’
“‘A hundred measures of wheat,’ he said. “‘Take your
invoice,’ he told him, ‘and write eighty.’ 8 “The master
praised the unrighteous manager because he had
acted shrewdly. For the children of this age are more
shrewd than the children of light in dealing with
their own people. 9 And I tell you, make friends for
yourselves by means of worldly wealth so that when
it fails, they may welcome you into eternal dwellings.
10
Whoever is faithful in very little is also faithful in
much, and whoever is unrighteous in very little is also
unrighteous in much. 11 So if you have not been faithful
with worldly wealth, who will trust you with what is
genuine? 12 And if you have not been faithful with
what belongs to someone else, who will give you what
is your own?
7
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THE BIBLE MEETS LIFE
FACT:
THE TERM “SOAP
OPERA” DATES
BACK TO THE 1930s,
WHEN DAY TIME
RADIO DRAMAS
WERE COMMONLY
SPONSORED BY
SOAP COMPANIES. 2

Businesses often have to take risks to get noticed. And the Minnetonka Corporation
did just that in 1980. Although liquid soap had been around since 1865, people
weren’t using it in their homes yet. But Minnetonka decided to change that when
they introduced Softsoap®. Since both liquid soap and the pump already existed,
they couldn’t patent those products, so how could they corner the market before
bigger companies took it over?
Minnetonka determined if they could get a six-month lead on their competitors, the
market would be theirs. They went to the only two manufacturers of plastic pumps
and bought their entire supply—one hundred million. Their competitors would
have to wait six to eight months for the supply of pumps to be replenished, but
they hoped by that time, consumers would be locked in on buying Softsoap.
It was shrewd and it was risky, but Minnetonka Corporation took advantage of the
resources available, and it paid off. Big!1 Being shrewd doesn’t necessarily sound like
a positive quality in the Christian life, but Jesus challenged His followers with a story
of shrewdness. What would happen if we exploited our resources and opportunities
in order to grow the kingdom of God?

LUKE 16:1-2

1 What do these verses teach about material possessions
and ownership?

2 What are the consequences of mismanaging the resources and
opportunities God has given us?
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All our worldly resources are temporary, so the believer’s goal should be to
shrewdly use what we have to further the kingdom of God. #BSFLHeSaidWhat

LUKE 16:3-9

LUKE 16:10-12

3 Do you consider shrewdness a positive or

6 When have you seen faithfulness in little lead

4 What obstacles make it difficult to keep a

7 What are some “little things” you’ve been

negative quality? Why?

proper perspective on our resources?

to faithfulness in much?

entrusted with?

5 How can believers wisely use resources to gain 8 How can you be wise with the resources and
friends for eternity?

opportunities God has given you?
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LIVE IT OUT
CHRIST
Scripture teaches, “The earth and everything in it, the world and
its inhabitants, belong to the LORD” (Ps. 24:1).

9 How do you need to change your perspective of

“your” possessions, abilities, and opportunities in order
to align with this truth?

10 How specifically is God calling you to use what He’s
given you for the sake of the kingdom?

COMMUNITY
Part of stewarding well the things God has given is serving the needs of others.

11

In the past, what have you kept for yourself that God would have had you use to serve others’
needs? What did people miss out on because of your self-centered perspective?

12 This week, how will you use the things God has given you to serve or encourage someone in your
church family?
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CULTURE
We live in a materialistic and upwardly-focused culture. This means people think “what’s mine is mine,” and most
aren’t content to work lower-level positions, but want to be in charge.

13 How do you sometimes struggle with these two ideas:
WHAT’S
MINE IS
MINE:

I WANT
TO BE IN
CHARGE:

14 How will you live this week to show non-believing friends that submitting to Jesus and
managing your things according to His commands is the best way to live?
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DAILY
DEVOTIONS

THE 7 ARROWS OF

BIBLE READING

What does this
passage tell us
about God?

What does this
passage Tell us
about man?
What does
this passage
demand of me?

How does this passage
change the way I
relate to people?

How does this
passage prompt
me to pray?
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2 CORINTHIANS 9:6
Jesus often spoke in parables—earthly stories
with a heavenly meaning—to illustrate points He
wanted His followers to take away. In teaching
about stewardship, Paul does a similar thing.
He uses the agricultural principle of sowing and
reaping to help us understand spiritual realities.
All God’s people are called to produce fruit, and
we all want to live up to that. We desire to produce
a large harvest for the sake of the kingdom.
However, that desire doesn’t always translate
into a lifestyle of investing in the kingdom. Just
like a farmer, if we fail to faithfully sow seeds and
pluck weeds, water the young plants and ensure
they have proper nourishment, there’s going to
be no harvest. Faithful stewardship of what God
has provided means we get our hands in the dirt
and work to make a difference for the sake of
the kingdom.
What does spiritually sowing and reaping
look like in real life?

What does this
passage say?
What did this
passage mean to its
original audience?

DAY ONE

How will you get to work this week?

DAY TWO

2 CORINTHIANS 9:7

Scripture speaks again and again of people who
do the right things, but as a matter of obligation,
not with a true desire to honor God. God finds
no pleasure in this sort of obedience. When we
understand that God is calling us to something
specific, it’s important we obey right away. But
beyond this, it’s also important that we learn to
bring our desires in line as well. God specifically
calls us to use all that He’s given us to serve others
and point them to Jesus. When we do this, not
out of obligation, but happily because we’re more
concerned with eternal things than with selfish
comforts or desires, God finds great pleasure in us.

DAY THREE

2 CORINTHIANS 9:8-9
When we’re faithful with little, God often chooses
to give us more. Here’s why. God chooses to bless
us not so we can store up for ourselves as much
as we possibly can, but so we would use what
He’s given us to bless others. When we are selfish
and unfaithful, God has no reason to entrust us
with further resources. And why should He? We
didn’t use we what He’s already given. But when
we are faithful, God, who owns everything in all
creation and chooses to provide as He sees fit,
happily provides further blessings so we can do
more and more good. Many of us have more than
we realize. God is calling us, no matter how much
or how little we have, to use what He’s given us to
bless others.
When have you generously used what
God’s given you to bless someone else?

How can you make sharing a lifestyle?
What has God given you that you should use
to generously bless others?

 hy do you think God loves someone who
W
gives happily?
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DAY FOUR

2 CORINTHIANS 9:10
It’s amazing how sowing and reaping works. God
has woven into the fabric of creation the capacity
for the fruit that’s harvested this season to
provide the seed for sowing the following season.
The farmer works diligently and involves himself
in the process in all the ways nature requires.
But ultimately, farming only works because God
makes it happen. There may be times we’re
tempted to think we have what we have because
we work hard—that opportunities or material
blessings that come our way are due to our
abilities or diligence. However, just as agricultural
production depends fully on God’s provision, we
only have what we do because God is in it. God
desires to use us for His purposes, and when we
invest in eternal things, God is happy to use us to
produce a harvest of righteousness.
How are you investing day by day
in eternity?

 ow can you depend more fully on God for
H
your own provision? To work through you
in providing for others?

DAY FIVE

2 CORINTHIANS 9:11

When we depend on God for our provision and
share with others as a demonstration of hearts
concerned more with eternity than with immediate
comforts, God promises to provide what we need.
Sometimes, there’s a pretty large gap between
what we want (or what we think we need) and
what we actually need. Either way, when we use
what God’s provided over and above basic needs
to bless others, we can trust He’ll continue to
provide day by day. More importantly, when we
live this way, we can know one day He’ll bless us
with unimaginable eternal riches.
I n your own words, how would you describe
your basic needs?

What over-and-above has God provided
for you? How are you using it to invest
in eternity?
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